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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 

Que-1 

Que-2 

1. All questions are compulsory. 

Que-2 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

UA-3 
Que-3 

MA-3 
Que-3 

Que-4 

Que-4 

TyBA - Sem -6 
Paper o-14 0 22 + Com. Hindi + 

MA-4 
Que-5 

B.A. Semester - 6 (CBCS) Examination 
March/April -2019 

SANSKRIT: P17 SANKHYA KARIKA(CORE -17) 

BAOSanCC6170 

Translate and explain of any two karika's of the following: 
(1) 4IYpfafapfafzau: 9gfaftqpas; 

Give the information about H0AT YÜURT of Sankhya Philosophy. 

Give the information about upt� according to sankhya. 

Explain HqO4AIC according to Sankhya. 

Explain tfdr @d) according to Sankhya Philosophy. 

AI 

Explain origin and development of Sankhya Darshana. 
N/oR 

(1) TqIge4:l 
(2) Tua4:I 

Explain yT and y4GEd according to HiGA. 

Write a short note on any two of the following: 

(3) af 3HH| 
(4) ISTI faoT:I 

k**k : 

Seat No: 

English 

Marks: 70 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(13) 
(14) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 
1. All questions are compulsory. 

UA-3 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

B.A. Semester - 6 (CBCS) Examination 

SANSKRIT: P18 BHASHA VIGNAN(CORE - 18) 

(1) 4qLElld 

(2) HIE 

BAOSanCC6180 

(4) EPHd 

March/April -2019 

*** 

Seat No: 

Marks: 70 

(8) 

(1) 

(8) 

(18) 

(8) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 

1. All questions are compulsory. 

Que-1 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

Que-2 

Que-2 
UA-3 
Que-3 

Ul-3 
Que-3 

Que-4 

Que-4 

Que-5 

(1) 

B.A, Semester - 6 (CBCS) Examination 

SANSKRIT: P19 ARTHSHASHTRA ADHIKARAN - 1(CORE - 19) 

BAOSanCc6190 

Write in detail any two of the following. 
4:yGPqEYÍRRTH| 

March/April -2019 

(4) goyRT H9IOTRIYRIIGRAG -#AIRGHTg orèqI 
Who is creator of Explain, write critical notes on subject theme of the 3d. 

UAOR 

Explain the ollc oIT RIHT4RII 

Describe the different view of smrutikaras about ug-iaT in se of kautilya. 

Explain fully the described lgat in the 3rigd of kautilya. 

(1) faergI:I 
(2) q<tT:I 

Write in detail - in eRIRd of kautilya Hd-yRi~CUIyfat:I 

(3) T:I 
(4) IGyaRAUHI 

Seat No : 

R 

Write a detail note on the classical style of the RIRA of kautilya. 

Write a short note on any two of the following: 

Marks: 70 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(13) 
(14) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 

1. All questions are compulsory. 

Que-1(A) 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

Que-2 

Que-2 

UA-3 

Que-3 

Que-1(B) Fill up any two of the following verses: 

MA-3 
Que-3 

Que-4 

Que-4 

SANSKRIT: P20 SHRIMADBHAGVADGEETA ADHYAYA 10 TO 18(CORE -20) 

Que-5 

(1) HE: H. 

Translate the following any 'two' shlokas with necessary explanation. 

(2) gera. 
(3) 5ty. 

B.A. Semester- 6 (CBCS) Examination 

(4) TRT. 

BAOSanCC6200 

March/April -2019 

Explain the term GUf9G and discuss the main principles of 3ufYG. 

Give the meaning of "YRRT and clarify the importance of "R in Indian 
Philosophy. 

There is co-ordination IH, DÍ and 4fãTr in HE 4IGG0tal - Discuss. 

A/OR 

(1) fayEyGf-ur:i 
(2) 7-I 

Summarize the fayfa: (rr� -g0) and explain its importance in the itai. 

(3) 17¢I 

Summarize the ys-iHuISrT-) and explain its importance in the ital: 
OR 

Describe the explain about bhaktiyog by giving features the bhakt. 

Write a short note on any two of the following: 

Seat No : 

R 

Marks: 70 

(0C) 
(08) 

(0) 
(06) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 

Instructions: 

1. All questions are compulsory. 

Que-1(A) 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks, 

Que-2 

Que-2 
U-3 
Que-3 

Que-1(B) Explain with reference to the content (Any two): 

Que-4 

Que-5 

B.A. Semester -6 (CBCS) Examination 

SANSKRIT: P21 SANSKRIT BHASHA ANVE SAHITYA(CORE -21) 

Translate any two of the following. 

(1) gisy TIYANTA:I 

(3) HTF4HHT qE:I 

BAOSanCC6210 

(2) q9TACIq4RI at aHAGGII 

Evaluate RaIdit as a ucoT 

March/April -2019 

Write notes on any two 

(3) 

Discuss the statement "t zut fyU: #fa keeping taldit in mind. 

R4U:| 
(1) 2ql ellds (The title Ralqcth 

(3) TRT 

YOR 

(2) HEHFlT:I 
(4) GaRHS;l 

Explain any two meters from the following with example. 
(1) qt (2) H19ol-T| 

(4) Rratufti 

Write an Essay in Sanskrit any one of the following. 
(1) ifTGH:I 

Seat No: 

(2) gT9T HEPTH| 

Marks: 70 

(o4) 
(08) 

(0) 
(06) 

(18) 
(14) 

(8) 
(14) 

(1) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 

Instructions: 

B.A. Semester -6 (CBCS) Examination 

1. All questions are compulsory. 

VA-3 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

BAOSanCC622A 

SANSKRIT: P22 SHASTRIYA NIBANDHo(CORE- 22) 

(1) eisrrj wAA 
(2) 8[<oll ylg 

(3) d6sIla isa 

March/April -2019 

Seat No: 

Marks: 70 

(18) 

(R8) 

(18) 

(18) 

(18) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 

Instructions: 

1. All questions are compulsory. 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

Q-1(B) 

Q-2 

B.A. Senmester -6 (CBCS) Examination 

Q-3 

-1(A) Answer the following in one line: (Any Five). 

FOUNDATION COURSE IN ENGLISH -6(FOUNDATION - 6) 

BAOEngFC606A 

(1) How many characters are there in The Never-Never Nest? 

March/April -2019 

(2) Who has written the play Refund? 
(3) Where was Anton Chekhov born? 
(4) Who is the main character of the play One Day More? 

Interlude? 

(5) When was Eugene O°Neill awarded with the Nobel Prize in Literature? 

Write Short-notes (Any Two) 

(6) Who has written the famous plays such as Beyond the Horizon, Anna Christie and Strange 

(7) Who has said: Medicine is my lawful wife and literature is my mistress*? 

(2) The theme of The Proposal 

(1) Jack and Jill as immature characters 

3) The significance of 'tomorrow' 

Answer the following questions in four to five lines: (Any Five) 
(1) What is the role of class structure in the play The Hairy Ape? 
(2) What sort of relationship does Captain Hagberd and Bessie have? 

(3) Why was there such a heated argument between Natalya and Lomov? 

(4) What are Wasserkopf's reasons for demanding a refund? 

(5) What were the justifications of Jack and Jill for the installments? 

(6) Is Wassrkopf's demand valid? How? 

(7) Discuss the appropriateness of the title The Hairy Ape. 

Write a letter on Any One of the following. 

Seat No: 

(a) Inviting a friend to join a two-day nature camp in Gir Forest. 

Q4(A) Reshape the following story and suggest a suitable title: (Any one) 

(b) Complaining to the Municipal Commissioner of your city about the dirt and filth laying 

around in your colony. 

Marks: 70 

OR 

Once, a fox was very hungry. He searched for food. At last he saw a bunch of grapes 

hanging from a grapevine. His mouth started watering. He wanted to eat the grapes. So, he 

jumped and jumped, but in vain. But he could not reach the grapes. So, the fox went away 

saying, *Those grapes are sour!" 

Page 1 of 2 

(05) 

(15) 

(20) 

(10) 

(10) 



Once, a hare saw a tortoise walking slowly with a heavy shell on his back. The hare 

Q.4(B) 

was very proud of himself and he asked the tortoise, "Shall we have a race" 

Ihe tortoise agreed, They started the running race. The hare ran very fast. But the 

tOrtose Walked very slowly. The proud hair rested under a tree and soon slept off. But the 

tortoise walked slowly and steadily but without resting and reached the goal. At last, the 

Q4(B) () Translate the following passage from Gujarati/Hindi to English: (Any one) 

OR 

(ii) Translate the following passage from English to Gujarati/Hindi: 
Days are not of equal value in one's life. Some bring happiness while others bring sadness. Sadness and happiness both are equally important to man's life, since they are the two sides of a coin. As we cannot forget the happiest day, we are unable to forget the saddest day of our life too. Life brings all sorts of days to get us either happiness or knowledge or understating. 

Page 2 of 2 

**** 

(05) 

(05) 

tortoise won the race. 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 

B.A. Semester -6 (CBCS) Examination 
BAOHinFC606B 

FOUNDATION HINDI:RASHMIRATHI EVAM VYAKRAN(FOUNDATION - 6) 

1. All questions are compulsory. 
2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

March/April -2019 

3 

Seat N: 

34 

Marks: 70 
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